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Beef Quality Evaluation System
ABSTRACT
The accurate segmentation of beef-marbling
images plays an important role in making
the correct decision on beef-marbling score
in an automatic beef quality grading system.
The purpose of this study is to develop a
new segmentation method to correctly
separate the fat flecks from the muscle in
the rib-eye region of beef images.
Introduction
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The image pre-processing refers to the operation separating the rib-eye from the background. First, we used the Lab colour space to calibrate the
brightness of the images. In order to extract the background we use an optimal linear combination of the RGB colour components with a threshold
technique.
We applied morphological operations to correct the marbling regions. We began with a close operation with a disk of 10 followed by a hole filling
operation obtaining the region of interest.
After the segmentation of the region of interest area, the next step was to achieve the segmentation of the beef, in order to separate the muscle without
marbling from the total fat existing on the piece of meat.
CONCLUSIONS
Image processing methods such as grey-
scale transformation, contrast enlargement,
morphological operations and binary
segmentation, were used to process the
image to effectively extract the rib-eye area
of the beef.
From the experimental results it has been
confirmed that the proposed system enables
high quality grading of beef marbling and
robust region segmentation of the actual
beef rib-eye image into lean and fat regions.
The existing methods for meat quality classification rely heavily on visual evaluation of certain characteristics of the
carcasses according to the United States Department of Agriculture beef quality grading system. The features of
longissimus dorsi (LD) are colour, marbling and surface texture which can be used to generate predictive models of
eating quality parameter. For current standards of grading beef quality, the beef marbling score is assigned from visual
appraisal of the LD muscle.
In this work we propose a computer vision framework that can be used in beef quality evaluation. The key idea is to
measure the percentage of marbling in the muscle.
Proposed Method
Results and Discussion
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We conducted our experiments using the proposed segmentation algorithm on 83 sample images. Although the algorithm produce good results in
most of the images in some of them it gives higher marbling percentage than it really exists in the beef. A reasonable explanation for that is the
moisture on the surface of beef rib-eye which will cause reflection of light under a good lighting condition affecting to a degree the image segmentation
of marbling.
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